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These tasks are for upper-intermediate and 

advanced level students who are familiar with  

the basics of concordance searches on 

Lextutor. 

The demonstration is based on general 

academic English with examples from BAWE 

and Academic General corpora (in Lextutor) 

from a variety of discipline areas.



Concordancer

is a type of browser allowing us to 

search large collections of texts 

known as corpora (pl. of corpus)

Corpora
can contain several 

hundred thousand words or
to several hundred million 
words
British National Corpus -
100 million words http://www.burfordceprimary.co.uk/



SkELL

Lextutor Concordancer BNC British National Corpus

Different types of Concordancers that use 

different corpora

MICUSP



Concordancers: Lextutor

Enter the word

reason



Concordancers: Lextutor

Enter the word 
Choose a Corpus

reason

Lextutor (Tom Cobb) 

http://www.lextutor.ca/concordancers/concord_e.html

BAWE 8 million words

Academic General 6 mn

BNC Law 2.2 mn

BNC Medical 1.4 mn

BNC Commerce 2.2 mn

BNC Humanities 3.3 mn

BNC Social Sciences 2.3 mn

British Law Report Corpus 8.85 mn

The Research Article Corpus - Education 

132,00 

Academic Abstracts 174,000

http://www.lextutor.ca/concordancers/concord_e.html


Concordancers: Lextutor

Enter the word 

Choose right/left

Choose a Corpus

reason



Strategies for reading lines:

to look on both sides of the keyword

further than one word

looking for recurrent patterns of usage



Looking for recurrent patterns of usage 

and collocations



Looking for recurrent patterns of 

usage Task 

reason behind…

reason for…

by reason of…



Sort to the left of the keyword: 

adjectives + reason



adjectives + reason
apparent

clear

fundamental

justifiable

instrumental 

intuitive 

key

a very likely

obvious

one

possible

sufficient

reason



Strength of claim



Task Strength of claim

reason

fundamental

instrumental

obvious

clear

Key

justifiable

sufficient

likely

possible

one possible



Finding out about

lexico-grammatical patterns



Find phrase patterns

reason as to why + clause

reason behind + noun

reason for + noun

reason for + Ving

reason to believe that + clause



Correcting mistakes



This is the reason because this method was 

used …

This is the reason why this method was used … 

The reason for using this method is …

Which sentences are correct? 

Task 



Reason for + Ving or noun



Reason why + clause



This is the reason because this method was 

used…

Correct version:

The reason why this method was used … 

or

The reason for using this method …

Finding the errors



Task Identifying 

grammatical patterns

Take note of what different ways of expressing 

cause, reason and effect are followed by in the 

corpus – is it a noun, a gerund or a clause?

because/because of

is/ may be due to

as a result

results in/ from

is caused by



Paraphrasing



Task 
Use different ways of expressing cause, reason 

and effect to paraphrase the following sentence:

because, because of, be due to, as a result, 

results in, result from, result of, to be caused by, 

lead to, a cause of, to cause

A reduction in interest rates will result in a fall in 

the size of this subsidy ...
Based on Lextutor, Academic General 

e.g. Interest rates will reduce; as a result, the size 

of this subsidy will fall.



Task Due to
Consider the following examples with due to. What hedging 

devices are used in these sentences? What do you think is 

the reason for that? 



would be

could be

it is assumed to be

need not to be 

it is likely to be

seems to be

may be

might be

partly

perhaps

possibly

primarily 

probably

largely

mainly

merely

due to



Hedging



Understanding frequencies



Understanding the significance of 

frequencies: due to – 309 per mn.



Understanding the significance of 

frequencies: owing to – 16 per mn.



Task 8 Compare frequencies

Frequency BAWE BNC 

Medical

Academic 

Abstracts

due to 649 309 274

owing to 16 16 0



Task 8 Use concordancer to verify 

data from Thesaurus 

Thesaurus search

for because of



Using thesauri



Task 8 Use concordancer to verify 

data from Thesaurus 

Thesaurus search

for because of



Task 9 Use Concordancer in 

deciding what connector to use

In academic 

abstracts: 0 per mn; 

BAWE: 2 per mn



Task 9 Use Concordancer in 

deciding what connector to use
In legal texts –Law reports: 27 per million



Task 9

on account of comparative 

frequencies

Frequencies 

normalised 

per million

BNC 

Medical

Law

reports

BNC 

Humanities

Academic 

General

BAWE

on 

account 

of

6 27 6 6 2



Differences in word usage in 

different disciplines



Task 10 

Consider this line from the BAWE corpus:

her work is definitely one of the main REASONS for

the present standard of fashion. 

What effect is achieved by using definitely in 

this sentence? Is it commonly used in 

academic writing? 



Definitely: frequencies in 

different corpora 

Frequencies 

per million

Acade

mic 

abstra

cts

Law 

reports

BNC 

Commerce

Academic 

General

BAWE Learner 

student

definitely 0 4 7 10 22 140

How can you explain these differences in 

frequencies ?



Task 10

Search definitely in BNC BYU 

Chart option => See frequency by section

This will show frequencies in different genres.



Task 10

Results of the search on definitely in BNC BYU: 

distribution by genres



Varying levels of formality



Concordancers help me start 

conversations about:
• strength of claim

• collocations and interference of the first 

language

• differences in lexico-grammatical patterns

• paraphrasing

• use of thesaurus

• differences in word usage in different 

disciplines

• hedging

• varying levels of formality in different texts





Resources
Lextutor Concordancer (Cobb, T. http://lextutor.ca/conc/). 

BNC BYU (Davies, M 2004- BYU-BNC. 

https://corpus.byu.edu/bnc

BAWE Nesi, H., Gardner, Sh.,Thompson, P. and Wickens, P. 

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/al/research/collections/bawe/

SkELL (Sketch Engine for Language Learning) 

https://www.sketchengine.eu/skell/

MICUSP, Michigan Corpus of Upper-level Student Papers. 

(2009). Ann Arbor, MI: The Regents of the

University of Michigan, http://micusp.elicorpora.info/.

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/al/research/collections/bawe/
https://www.sketchengine.eu/skell/
http://micusp.elicorpora.info/

